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WORLDHOTEL RIPA ROMA
Unconventional beauty and extraordinary design
Architetonic progect and interior design: Arch. Simone Micheli
The essential and elegant forms catch the eye of the visitor when crossing the theresold of the space and
an aura of absolute purity and extreme elegance trasmit an immediate feeling that the man is and will
always be the indisputable protagonist in a scene created for his inner psychological well-being and
complete fulfillment.
Interior and lighting design: Arch. Simone Micheli
Client: Worldhotel Ripa Roma
Planning: 2014
Realization: 2015
Photo by: Juergen Eheim
The architect Simone Micheli, indisputable international reference for the design of hospitality and wellness
created the interior and lighting design for the new rooms and the Sirioni’s meeting room at the WorldHotel
Ripa Roma. Extraordinary and unconventional hospitable place in the old town center of the Capital at
Trastevere area. The essential and elegant forms catch the eye of the visitor when crossing the theresold of
the space and an aura of absolute purity and extreme elegance trasmit an immediate feeling that the man
is and will always be the indisputable protagonist in a scene created for his inner psychological well-being
and complete fulfillment. The furniture is in complete harmony with the surroudings the coherence of the
different entities of the space targets the emotion of the visitors sets it free. Gray and white furniuture walls
and floorings, contribute to create a pure and delicate atmosphere in which you can bring back, in the
middle of the dense energetic network that makes up the reality, addressing the five sens of man, newfund
union and harmony of body and mind. The wide and soft bed stands in the core of the spatial room. The
extended headboard with the rounded angles is also the closet, in the very center of the space. Fluidity
comes over all forms, attenueting the pure inflexibility in favor of soft fragments of modernity that define a
dreamlike aspect perched at the edge of time. Mood swings are created by the contradiction between the
modern features of the room and the great Roman Trastevere, the hisotirc heart of the city where the hotel
is located. Effectively, the surroundings of the place demostrate a conflicting combination between future
and past with new expressive possibilities. Therefore, with a sudden rush the person acquires the ability to
look into the future, to catch a glimps, a new mindset against an agitated current prospective, that contrasts
the metropolitan daily chaos with some bits of well being. A place where new scenarios are created by the
effects of light that surrounds the furniture, define the forms and fill the space in a way to affect the visitors.
Fluidity, light effects and reflections that overlap and clash between past, present and future are the
essential traits that also distinguish the Sironi’s room, meeting room of the hotel. Escaping from the
ordinary aesthetic, the space determined to address function response to the multiple needs of the
contempory man by coordinating the satifaction if its actual needs with an eternally instinctive tending
toward beauty. The cured direction of lilluminating and the high gradient technology yields a the succesful
metting of intent. An image of the “Foro of Traiano”, last monumental imperial roman forum, covers two
walls of the room, reflecting a temporal contrast reaching fulfillment at its finest.

Partners:
Arca, Cipriani Serramenti, Disegno Ceramica, Elite, Frascio, Gedy, Glip – The lighting partner,
Gruppo Confalonieri, Grohe, Indel B, Liuni, OIKOS_colore e materia per l’architettura, Porcelanosa
Grupo, Sacea, Sign System, Snowite, Spazio 08 - Glass & Design, WMP World Market Place SPA.
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Details:
ROOMS
• Bed:
- Two sommiers by matte lacquered multilayer plywood pantographed cm 80 x 200 and
tubolar support painted | Sacea, design by Simone Micheli
- Two rubis mattresses fireproof | Elite
• The Bed’s headboard consists of two elements in flame retardant leather and flame-retardant
upholstery | Sacea, deisgn by Simone Micheli, with reading spotlight | Glip and bedside box in solid
surface and perimeter painted tube | Sacea, design by Simone Micheli
• Wardrobe:
- Coat hook in white painted tubolar | Sacea, design by Simone Micheli
- Hang hangers in white painted tubular | Sacea, design by Simone Micheli
- Hanger VH in Niylon | Con & Con, design by Simone Micheli
- Pair of shelves (100x25) for clothes in solid surface and tubolar perimeter painted | Sacea,
design by Simone Micheli
- Luggage rack in painted tubular and shaped top in solid surface | Sacea, design by
Simone Micheli
• Wall covering in plaster material, walls painted in white RAL 9016 | Oikos
• Mirrors hunged at the head, made with safety mirrors and slanted, lacquered and textured edge |
Sacea, design by Simone Micheli
• Wall lamp model “Bump”a platfone, with directable spotlight, 7.5W, 3000°K, white finishing,
backlighted with led | Glip, design by Simone Micheli
• Mirror “man” backlighted with led | Spazio 08, design by Simone Micheli
• Mini bar’s lacquered with doors, foot in painted tubular | Sacea, design by Simone Micheli with
partition for the mini bar | Indel B and electronic bank vault M00428 | WMP
• Obscurant white drapes in organza | Liuni
• Sofa bed in synthetic leather with bed base | Sacea, design by Simone Micheli
• Small table with supporting structure in tubolar lacquared and solid surface | Sacea, design by
Simone Micheli
• Desk in painted tubular with worktop in solid surface | Sacea, design by Simone Micheli
• Pouf with wooden structure, coovered with white synthetic leather | Sacea, design by
Simone Micheli
• Lacquered TV’s furniture with doors, foot in painted tubular, inside in white laminate | Sacea, design
by Simone Micheli
• Door model REI 30/MI the edge of the door is in wooden block and the boarding inside in linex MDF,
in white color | Cipriani Serramenti, design by Simone Micheli
• Handle door series of slim, produced in zama and white glossy | Frascio, design by
Simone Micheli
• Ceiling painted in sample gray color, with finishing pigmtato in white semi-gloss, ultra satin in sample
gray | Oikos
• Floor and wall in vynil gray shiny | Liuni
BATHROOM
• Ground WC, model 385 skip in sanitary ceramic, shiny white | Disegno Ceramica
• Ground bidet, model 386/1 in sanity ceramic, shiny white | Disegno Ceramica
• Sink in solid surface with maxi drain cover and loop towel rail | Arca, design by
Simone Micheli
• Bench for sponges in white mdf lacquered “no gloss” acrilico | Arca
• Mirror with rounded corners and emotional text printing in the screen, light blue and light led in the
perimeter of the area | Arca, design by Simone Micheli
• Spotlight for reading | Glip, design by Simone Micheli
• Holder for toilet paper, model felce in polish chrome | Gedy
• Lavatory brush, model felce in polish chrome | Gedy

•
•

Bathroom fitting sink and bidet, flush mixers, shower head and hand shower serie essence |
Grohe
Shower:
- Shower tray in solid surface ultra slim e shaped | Arca, design by Simone Micheli
- Shower glass | Arca, design by Simone Micheli
- Support plane in Krion | Porcelanosa, design by Simone Micheli
- Shower’s wall coated with gray shiny | Liuni

MEETING ROOM
• 60-inch plasma TV cabinet, mat lacquered frame with polished extra clear mirror and TV
window | Sacea, design by Simone Micheli
• Obscurant white drapes in organza | Liuni
• Wall press with Francesca Mandelli D’Agostini photo’s | Liuni
• Reading spotlight | Glip, design by Simone Micheli
• Wall covering in plaster material, walls painted in white RAL 9016 | Oikos, design by
Simone Micheli
• Tatami floor | Liuni
• Desk in black painted tubular with white worktop in solid surface | Sacea, design by
Simone Micheli

Companies:
ARCA

Arca has been working for 26 years inside the sanitary field, it is specialized in the supply of
solid surface washbasins and shower trays, mirrors and lighting systems.
Via Appia km. 56,600 04012 Cisterna di Latina (LT)
p.+39 06 96883003 | f. +39 06 96883004, arcarredo@tin.it | www.arcamobili.com

CIPRIANI SERRAMENTI
Established by the Cipriani brothers in 1920, specialized in manufacturing windows in wood,
aluminium and wood/aluminium, security doors, internal doors, wooden fire-rated doors.
Via di Campigliano n. 49 – 50012 Loc. Grassina - Bagno a Ripoli (FI) – Italy
p. +39 055640160 | f. +39 055643078, info@cipriani-serramenti.it | www.cipriani-serramenti.it

DISEGNO CERAMICA
Disegno Ceramica: design and production ceramic basins and sanitaries for the bathroom.
Via del Bocciodromo, snc - 01035 Gallese (VT)
p. +39 0761 496725, info@disegnoceramica.com | www.disegnoceramica.com

ELITE
Elite is a swiss historic company based in Aubonne by the Lake of Geneva. It is a manifacture of
high quality mattresses and boxspring since 1895. Elite’s constant research has alaways been
aimed to the well-being and comfort of sleeping.Today, as always, quality, tradition, know-how and
eco-friendly materials are the core of Elite’s philosophy. Still nowadays the entire production
processes takes places in Switzerland, at Elite’s headquarter In Canton Vaud, using only the
finest, most natural and healthiest materials.
En Roveray 198 Case postale 54, CH - 1170 Aubonne p.
+41 218211720, elite@elitebeds.ch | www.elitebeds.ch

FRASCIO
FRASCIO was founded in 1945. Thank’s to a well-planned process of developmet and research
in the field of furnitures and accessories for doors and windows, has envolved into the
international company of today.
Via Nazionale 06 25074 Lavenone (BS) – Italy
p.+39 0365 839001 | f.+39 0365 83578
info@frascio.it | www.frascio.com

GLIP – THE LIGHTING PARTNER
GLIP interprets light by shaping new generation fixtures with an orginal vision of style and
innovation. The firm combines design with the use of high performance energy - saving
technologies. GLIP handles the entire process of creation, from the concept to the
production, applying the LED in every possible stylistic form and customizing LED fixtures for
innovative, personalized solutions.
GLIP by S.I.L.E. Via Luigi Scattolin 5 - 31055 Quinto di Treviso TV
p. +39 0422 470614 info@glip.it | www.glip.it

GROHE
The GROHE Group is the world’s leading provider of sanitary fittings. The GROHE Group relies on
its brand values of quality, technology, design and responsibility to deliver
“Pure Freude an Wasser”.
Via Crocefisso 19, 20122 Milano
p. +39 02 959401 | f. +39 02 95 940 263, info-it@grohe.com | www.grohe.it

GRUPPO CONFALONIERI
Historic Gruppo Confalonieri brand, born in 1950, producer of accessories and complements for
furniture and the home.
Con&Con – Gruppo Confalonieri
Con&Con, a brand of the Gruppo Confalonieri produces plastic complements in modern design.
It focuses its proposals in all the living spaces, constantly gearing its efforts to our everchanging way of living.
Via Prealpi 11, 20833 Giussano (MB) Italy
p. +39 0362 35351 | f. +39 0362 851656, info@gruppoconfalonieri.it | www.gruppoconfalonieri.it

GEDY
Gedy offers functional, unexpected and clever solutions, designed to improve the daily
experience in the bathroom. Gedy shares a vision of design excellence in every day life.
Via dell’Industria 6, 21040 Origgio (VA) - Italy
p. +39 02 969501 | f. +39 02 95 96734301, Info-it@gedy.com | www.gedy.it

INDEL B
Indel B supplies minibars and accessories for the hotel rooms, such as electronic safes and
locks, LED TVs, hairdryers, and wine cellars. Indel B is the ideal partner for those looking for
modern design and high quality products.
Loc. Cà Baldone 47866 Sant’Agata Feltria (RN)
p. +39 0541 848711 | f. +39 0541 84874, info@indelb.com | www.indelb.it

LIUNI
Liuni quality on every level, the leading company in the Italian market for the supply and
installation of vinyl floors, carpets and wall coverings.
Legal Head Office: Via G. Stephenson 43 I - 20157 Milano
(Mi) Operations Office: Via G. Gentile 13 I - 20157 Milano (Mi)

p. +39 02 30731 | f. +39 02 3073221, info@liuni.com | www.liuni.com

OIKOS – COLORE E MATERIA PER L’ARCHITETTURA
Oikos - Colorful and matter for architecture. Innovative, bespoke and environmentally friendly
solu-tions for interio living spaces and Contract.
Via Cherubini 2 - 47043 Gatteo Mare FC
p. +39 0547 681412, info@oikos-group.it | www.oikos-group.it

SACEA
Sacea studies and produces furniture solutions since seventy years. Its strong point is product
engineering, which develops with a continuous commitment in technological research, design
and the interpretation of spatial requirements.
Via Cà Rossa 7/9 20023 Cerro Maggiore (MI)
p. +39 0331 447800 | f. +39 0331 515994, info@sacea.com | www.sacea.com

SIGN SYSTEM
Interior Decoration- Restyling: the use of Ims, coating and panelling to personalize any kind
of interiors and spaces.
Via di Collermole 11 - 50023 Bottai-Impruneta (FI) - Italy
p. +39 0553985181, posta@sign-system.net | www.sign-system.net

SNOWHITE, il freddo su misura
the concept of cold widens thank to Snowhite proposal. the brand answers to all need of
beverage’s conservation with offers dedicated to Minibar, Ice Marker and new wine cellars.
Since 1995 A.c.c. Italy produces small fridges with Snowhite logo.
In last years it keeps on innovating it’s products, becoming today high technologic and
energy saving company but maintaining the elegance of lines that characterize it.
A.C.C. ITALIA via morazzone 5 - 21100 Varese (VA) - Italy p.
+39 0332 289405, info@snowhite.it | www.snowhite.it

SPAZIO 08
Spazio 08 is a real glass boutique with the ability to design, build and install furniture,
structures and custom objects: the ideal partner for architects, interior designers and builders.
Via stazione 6 - 21029 Cimbro di Vergiate (VA) - Italy
p. +39 0331946891/0331942344,info@wmpitalia.it | www.wmpitalia.it

W.M.P. WORLD MARKET PLACE
WMP has been one of the eader in the import sector for more than 25 years; we personalize
your brand.
Via stazione 6 - 21029 Cimbro di Vergiate (VA) - Italy
p. +39 0331946891/0331942344,info@wmpitalia.it | www.wmpitalia.it

SIMONE MICHELI ARCHITECT
Biography
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In 1990 he founded his studio and in 2003 the
Simone Micheli Architectural Hero Company, based
in Florence, Milan and Dubai.
He is professor at Poli.Design and at the Scuola
Politecnica di Design in Milan.
He participated to Venice Biennale and he is the
curator of many exhibitions in international fairs. His
professional activity moves towards different
directions: from architecture to interior design, from
visual design to communication; his eco-friendly
and nature-oriented creations are characterized by
strong identity and uniqueness.
He is one of the major players in European designing
dimension thanks to the many works – linked with the
residential world - he has realized for public
administrations and private commissions.
Here some of the most important awards he has
recently received:

“Interior Designer of the Year” during “ International Design Award 2008” in Los Angeles; “Best
of the year 2010” in “Beauty, Spa and fitness” category, given by Interior Design
Magazine - New.York, Usa and “International Media Prize 2010” in “Annual Club Space Award”
category, given by Modern Decoration Magazine, in Shenzen, China, for the “Atomic Spa” project of
Boscolo Hotels in Milan.
“Tre number one award 2011” in interior design field – Venice, Italy, and “Contemporary Spa Award
2011” in “Best Future Spa” category- Bologna, Italy, for “Marina Verde Wellness Resort” project, in
Caorle, Venice.
“Best of the year honoree 2012” in hospitality category, given by Interior Design Magazine, NewYork, Usa, with “B4 Hotel In Milan” project (now it is Barcelò Hotel).
His works have been shown in the most important international exhibitions; he held conferences and
lessons in cultural institutes of many cities; his publications are on the most important national and
international magazines. There are many interviews dedicated to his works and his last monograph “
Simone Micheli From The Future to The Past” published in 2012 by L’Archivolto publishing house, is a
selection of projects belonging to his last twenty years of activity.
www.simonemicheli.com

For more information please contact:
Press Office Simone Micheli Architectural Hero
www.simonemicheli.com
Firenze | staff47@simonemicheli.com | p.+39 055 691216
Milano | press@simonemicheli.com | p. +39 02 26414735

